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A PREMIER EVENT FOR THE EUROPEAN LIFE SCIENCES DISCOVERY AND TECHNOLOGY COMMUNITY

A new SLAS Annual Conference
and Exhibition for the European Market
Partnership
Information

Building on the success of its flagship annual conferences held in the United
States, the Society for Laboratory Automation and Screening (SLAS) is delighted to
introduce its first annual conference and exhibition in Europe, aspiring to become
the region’s leading event for the life sciences discovery and technology community.
Join us in this new adventure and take the opportunity to showcase your brand
to a new market, increase your customer base, and fortify existing industry
relationships, within the geographical, cultural and professional diversity Europe
has to offer.

About SLAS
SLAS is the Society for Laboratory
Automation and Screening – a global
community of more than 20,000 – and
over 5,000 in Europe – life sciences
discovery and technology professionals
including scientists, innovators,
researchers, academics and students,
engineers, informatics specialists
and business leaders. We unite great
minds in science and technology for
the advancement of research, using
the power of technology to achieve
scientific objectives.
SLAS works to advance scientific
discovery and technology through
education, research, and by serving
as a public forum for the exchange
of information related to laboratory
science and technology.
SLAS members have a diverse
range of science and technology
interests including drug discovery,
assay development and screening,
laboratory automation and high
throughput technologies, microand nano-technologies, molecular
diagnostics and biomarkers, scientific
informatics, bioanalytical techniques,
and drug target biology.
Since 2015, SLAS has successfully
organised focused events in Europe
which have attracted more than 1,000
attendees.
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SLAS Europe 2018:
New Event, New Market,
Uncompromised
SLAS Quality
SLAS is bringing its experience and
successful track record in building a
premier quality event for the Life Sciences
Discovery and Technology community to
the European Market.
This is a chance for you to:

Attract
new leads
and expand your
customer base,
with specific
vendor-driven
activities
Meet,
thanks to
the excellence of
the SLAS Scientific
programme, top
players in the
European Life
Sciences
community

Embrace the
geographical
and professional
diversity of the
European market,
with participants
coming from all
over the Region.

Showcase
your brand
and present
your products to
the European
market.

About SLAS Europe 2018
Free-to-attend
exhibition

A dynamic Scientific
Programme

2.5 day event

A conference lead by representatives
of the professional and geographical
diversity of the European market:
zz Annika Jenmalm Jensen,
Karolinska Institute, Sweden
zz Emilio Diez-Monedero, Pharma
Drug Discovery Consultant, Spain
zz Ian Shuttler, Tecan, Switzerland

Engagement with European startups to be present in Brussels

1,000 delegates foreseen,
from all over Europe

Specific vendor activities:
zz Exhibition (80 to 100
companies expected)
zz Vendor workshops on the mornings
of each conference day. No
scientific programme competing.
zz Possibility to host your User Group
Meeting ahead of the event
zz Vendor snapshot presentations
zz Networking events
zz Many opportunities to brand the event
and increase your company’s visibility
zz Possibility for vendors to attend
scientific programme, and provide
a more inclusive experience

Innovative conference
experience for delegates

Conference themes:
Track 1:

Track 2:

Track 3:

Emerging
Investigative
Biology

Technology

Discovery

Focus on the
scientific basis and
the development of
new and innovative
technologies that
contribute to the
advancement of
laboratory automation
and life sciences.

Focus on the
application of new and
innovative technologies
for the advancement
of life sciences.

Biology issues
and investigations
highlighting
approaches, processes
and platforms.
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Brussels – the Heart of Europe
SLAS Europe 2018 will take place at the heart of Europe in Brussels, Belgium. Brussels is
under two hours flying distance from most European cities, and easy to reach by train
from Paris, London, Amsterdam or Frankfurt.
The city offers a unique blend of culture, international business and leisure all
combined with its own distinct national flavour.
Over 150 international and Belgian pharma and biotech firms have firmly
implanted themselves in or around Brussels. Research facilities and qualified
multilingual personnel are a major incentive while Brussels international
airport is a key distribution hub, and a recognised centre of excellence.

Brussels is under
two hours flying
distance from most
European cities, and
easy to reach by train
from Paris, London,
Amsterdam or
Frankfurt.

The venue of the event, the Square, is located in the city centre.
zz Compact and stylish conference centre, with vista from Brussels
zz 1950m2 of exhibition space secured for SLAS Europe 2018
zz State-of-the-art auditoria for scientific sessions
zz Modular rooms to organise your User
Group Meetings or workshops

Start Planning Your Participation Today
Make SLAS Europe 2018 a part of your integrated marketing plan to guarantee visibility for
your company in Europe across a diverse group of technology users, educators, scientists,
engineers and business leaders looking for new insights, techniques and solutions related
to scientific technologies.

Get in touch
with us:

Come and talk to
us about exhibition
and sponsorship
opportunities!

Olivier Dupuy
SLAS Europe Business
Development

Caroline Gutierrez
SLAS Europe Director

We can be found in
the Global Village at
SLAS2017 or get in touch
with us at a later stage.

e: Odupuy@slas.org
t: +32 (0) 2 789 23 93

e: Cgutierrez@slas.org
t: +32 (0) 2 739 30 26

SLASEurope2018.org

